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labor migrancy, deindustrialization and post-Fordist transition, all the political assaults
entailed by capitalist restructuring and class recomposition—finds much of a mention.

There is a deeper issue here. Berezin describes her method as “historical and
narrative,” making “events” into its “unit of analysis” �11�. Yet while she invokes
William Sewell’s advocacy of an “eventful sociology,” there is no dynamic theorizing
of “eventful temporality” in this book, nor any of the nuanced density Sewell brings
to his cases. Instead, we find only the most conventional of familiar bifurcations: an
engaging but entirely straightforward narrative presenting itself as history sandwiched
between thinly expounded and largely decontextualized theoretical assertions. The
theory, too, seems narrowly drawn. Berezin seems entirely indifferent to the writings
on populism of Ernesto Laclau, who makes no appearance in the bibliography. She is
clearly in conversation with a certain strain of political science and takes the recent
European past as her ground. But this book has nothing to do with any genuine
interdisciplinary exchange with historians, especially those who are theoretically
savvy, think comparatively, and travel carefully in the literatures of critical social
science. The sound of one hand clapping remains just as strange as it ever did.

GEOFF ELEY

University of Michigan

The Capital and the Colonies: London and the Atlantic Economy, 1660–1700.
By Nuala Zahedieh.

Cambridge: Cambridge University Press, 2010. Pp. xviii�329. $95.00.

Colonial merchants in seventeenth-century London have attracted much attention in
the last few decades, particularly from R. Brenner, P. Gauch, and G. de Krey. Yet,
because Atlantic trade with North American and Caribbean colonies did not rely on
chartered companies, archival evidence has survived only in fragments. The social
composition of the London merchants, the shape of their economic portfolio, and their
contributions to the expansion of Atlantic trade remain largely unknown. The Capital
and the Colonies makes a welcome addition to the literature by filling this gap.

Zahedieh uses an outstandingly wide range of evidence in this volume, including a
new data set derived from the London port books of 1686, which survive in full. At a
time when the London directory �of 1677� listed 1,829 full-time merchants, the port
books mention more than 1,500 individuals. In 1686 alone, they traded nearly 28,000
consignments of goods with the colonies. This source thus affords an incomparable
snapshot of the nature and scale of mercantile activities and commodity flow to and
from the colonies. To add chronological depth to the analysis, Zahedieh brings together
a mass of merchants’ letters, financial ledgers, and customs and legal records and
surveys the careers and activities of 170 merchants, with a special focus on the fifty-nine
who dominated London colonial trade in 1686.

The book is well structured. After an introductory chapter, chapter 2 provides a
context for London colonial trade, chapter 3 delineates the mercantile community and
its day-to-day activities, and the remaining chapters 4–6 offer detailed accounts of
three crucial components of colonial trade: shipping, import, and export.

Chapter 2 depicts the rise of London as a “clearinghouse” of colonial trade and
discusses how the Navigation Acts �1651, 1660, 1663� helped put in place an institu-
tional framework that enabled an easy entry into the colonial trade and ensured healthy
competition among British merchants while excluding foreign rivals �notably the
Dutch�. Both here and in the third chapter, Zahedieh builds upon her recent article
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engaging with Douglass North’s approach to the 1688 Revolution �“Regulation, Rent-
Seeking, and the Glorious Revolution in the English Atlantic Economy,” Economic
History Review 63, no. 4 [2010]: 865–90�. An uneasy relationship between the Crown
and Parliament after the Restoration of Charles II limited the scope for rent-seeking.
After 1688, a closer alliance between the executive and legislative branches increased
opportunities for rent-seeking and personal aggrandizement, as exemplified by Whig
Gilbert Heathcote, the most successful of the fifty-nine big London merchants of 1686.

In chapters 4–6, Zahedieh challenges the received wisdom that import outweighed
export in importance. Colonial export was larger than the figures at first suggest because
British manufactured goods were often sent as payment in kind in return for colonial
import. We are urged to allow “at least equal weight to the export in driving expansion and
change” �239�—a convincing argument. The unique evidence presented includes that of
manufactured goods sent to colonies. The 1686 London port books, combined with
comparable evidence for earlier decades, enable the author to reveal the evidence of
“further diversification away from wool” �265�. This substantiates J. Thirsk’s suggestion
about the rise of rural industries producing a variety of affordable consumer goods.

While providing interesting details, these chapters also harbor more ambitious
arguments about the economic impact of the Navigation Acts and the link between
colonial expansion and the Industrial Revolution. Previous scholars argued that the
Navigation Acts triggered colonial expansion by forcing merchants to switch from
Dutch to English commercial services. Zahedieh reverses the logic and argues that
“increasing convergence between English and Dutch commercial capabilities and
costs” explains why English merchants came to comply with the acts despite the
government’s weak enforcement capacity �7�. This catch-up, Zahedieh argues, had
profound consequences; the fledgling colonial trade “increased the nation’s adaptive
efficiency and strengthened the economy beyond a mere addition of resources” �226�.
London merchants helped introduce insurance, long-term credit, and commercial
journalism and developed associational activities that helped establish trust among
partners. The “surge of colonial imports,” moreover, “contributed to a major strength-
ening and diversification” of domestic industries �237�. The “needs of distant colonial
markets . . . placed a premium on product standardization” in ways that anticipated
strategies adopted in the late eighteenth century �274�. The colonial trade “took the
country to a new plateau of possibilities from which Industrial Revolution was not only
possible but increasingly likely” �292�.

Two reservations have to be made here. First, social historians of the early modern
state would suggest that the relative lack of enforcement procedure made it crucial for
colonial merchants to negotiate locally with state agents. The “Nerves of the State,” as
M. Braddick put it, were present not only at the grand arena of Whitehall and
Westminster but also in the Custom House, warehouses, and quays. The legal and
administrative sources Zahedieh commands so competently could have been used to
explore local practices of evasion and quasi-rent-seeking. Such an account would show
how far complying with the Navigation Act was an act of political expedience as well
as economic judgment. Second, the argument about “adaptive efficiency” brings a
tricky question of whether or not the later C17 merchants were conspicuously better at
innovating than their predecessors. Moreover, if we are to highlight the legacy of the
skills, routines, and institutions that the Restoration colonial merchants cultivated, then
we perhaps need a more explicit engagement with the problem of knowledge transfer,
one solidly based on archival research.

The debate over the link between the Atlantic trade and the Industrial Revolution is,
therefore, unlikely to end with this book. Yet these reservations do not lessen the
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book’s achievements. Those interested in the rise of consumerism in Britain and its
colonies will find much useful information in the analysis of the 1686 port books, and
those interested in the role of institutions in economic development will find an
exciting point of reference, particularly with regard to D. North’s and S. Pincus’s
reading of the 1688 Revolution. Finally, and not least, this volume fills a scholarly gap
through years of laborious archival research. Anyone interested in the colonial trade of
the later seventeenth century owes thanks to the author.

KOJI YAMAMOTO

University of St. Andrews

Surgeons of the Fleet: The Royal Navy and Its Medics from Trafalgar to
Jutland. By David McLean. London: I. B. Tauris, 2010. Pp. xiv�296. £27.50.

This estimable study of the practice of medicine in the Royal Navy over the century
between the Napoleonic Wars’ end and World War I delivers both more and less than
its title suggests: more in that it deals with the service’s entire medical establishment,
not just its primary care givers; less in that its chronological focus is almost entirely
confined to the period 1815–60, with perhaps only thirty pages of the final chapter
addressing the sixty years between the Crimean War and the Battle of Jutland. Indeed,
most of the text is devoted to the years 1832–55, during which Sir William Burnett,
MD �1779–1861�, was in charge of the navy’s medical branch.

As a consequence of the broader topical remit, David McLean succinctly surveys the
Medical Department’s central administrative structure and functioning �chap. 1� and its
hospitals ashore both at home �4� and overseas �5�, and he devotes entire chapters to
the challenges posed to the medical corps by the First Opium War �6�, which prompted
the navy to commission its first purposely fitted hospital ship, and the Crimean War
�7�. The remaining chapters address the surgeons themselves �2 and 3�, and the corps’
modernization, including the introduction of female nurses after 1860 �8�.

What emerges on the whole is an account of a service with high professional
standards that generally did about as well as could be expected given the constraints
under which it labored. These were almost entirely financial. Contrary to long-standing
allegations, the navy was not starved for funds during the Pax Britannica, but neither
was it lavished with them to the point that every department within the service could
satisfy its wants, and, not surprisingly, those that did not contribute directly to frontline
deployable strength operated at a disadvantage in the budgetary battle.

To be sure, the Medical Department played a crucial role in maintaining the
personnel on which that strength was based, but such was the state of general medical
knowledge during most of the period McLean surveys that doctors’ contributions were
almost inevitably discounted. Most naval surgeons were as skilled as any at treatment
of wounded patients, surgery included, but as ignorant as any of the germ theory of
contagion prior to the 1860s, and could do little beyond offering palliative care to the
sick who constituted the majority of the navy’s casualties during the general peace that
predominated throughout the period, especially those suffering from tropical fevers.
The spread of quinine prophylaxis from the 1840s onward helped tame, if not elimi-
nate, malaria as a major cause of illness, but as of the late 1850s sickness alone was
the cause of 54 percent of all fatalities within the navy �201�.

McLean also points to another factor that dogged the medical corps’ efforts both to
secure greater funding and to preserve the health of crews: the social status of its
officers. In the hierarchical world of late Georgian and Victorian Britain, medical
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